In the past twelve years Yale has scored 5,614 points in football to opponents 119.

Brown University, with an enrollment of 740 pupils, has 83 members in its Faculty.

A graduate board of coaches for the track athletic team will be established this spring at Harvard.

"The Yale Man up to Date" is the title of a collection of sketches of Yale undergraduate life just issued.

Ex-captain F. A. Hinkey of Yale will probably play with the football team of the Crescent A. C. next fall.

Miss Hill, the director of the gymnasium at Wellesley College, proposes to teach the girls how to play lacrosse.

During Yale's existence of nearly two centuries, 15,346 students have been graduated, of whom 7,700 are still living.

Yale has won eleven championships of the Intercollegiate Baseball League, as against two each for Harvard and Princeton.

There will be a baseball league this spring composed of Columbia, Lafayette, Lehigh, and either Cornell or New York University.

Union College has been expelled from the New York State Intercollegiate Baseball Association on the ground of professionalism.

As yet no action has been taken by the Yale Faculty in regard to penalizing the two Freshman classes for their disturbance at the Glee Club concert.

A new French Academy, offering instruction in French language, literature, art and music, with native teachers, is soon to be started at Springfield, Mass.

Prof. W. H. Brewer, of Yale, has been elected president of the Arctic Club, recently organized by the members of Dr. Cook's expedition on the Miranda last summer.

According to recent investigation of games, football was supposed to have been played as early as the eighth century by the Japanese, who considered it an exercise suitable for training soldiers.

The Mechanical School of San Francisco, given by bequest of James Lick, has been opened. The bequest was $500,000, of which $100,000 has been used in building. Its principal is Mr. George E. Merrill.

The Glee Club management of the University of Pennsylvania has made a proposition to the Harvard Glee Club for a dual concert in Boston; suggesting in case of its acceptance, a return concert in Philadelphia.

No college yell is big enough for the students of Stanford University, and they have subscribed $500 for a "noise-making machine" to use at athletic meets. It is a steam horn-blower, and would scare a sawhorse.

Steps have been taken by representatives of the leading colleges of the East to form an intercollegiate gymnasium association. The association will be similar to the Track Athletic Association, and will hold annual contests.

Dr. William G. Anderson, of Yale gymnasium, will soon publish a book on the pedagogy of gymnastics, which will be the first of the kind. There are many works on the science of teaching mental branches, but none in English on the science as applied to physical education. Dr. Anderson has had years of experience as a teacher of gymnastics, and has been asked to prepare this work for teachers.

—Harvard News.